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The following animals are taken from the natural world of the First Nation People of North America.
Most of the animal symbols fall into the three main divisions of the animal world, Land ,Water and Sky, but also there is a 

forth which crosses those bounders of the main three, this includes the Insects and Reptiles.

You can pick from any of the four divisions an animal that best describes you,( your personality) the animal that you pick

does not necessarily have to match your Patrol Pennant. In other words everyone in your Patrol can have a different

Spirit Stone in their staff.

The location for the Spirit Stone is above your Patrol Pennant as close to the top of you staff as possible located on the

opposite side to where your Patrol Pennant is mounted to your staff.

Below is an outline of the main characteristics for each animal category, but each Spirit Stone has its own meanings.

Land Animals - reflect - Power, Speed, Alertness and Protection

Sky - Animals - reflect - Awareness, Hope, Inspiration, Spirituality and Wisdom

Water Animals - reflect - Creativity, Intuition, Imagination, playfulness and Healing

Insects and Reptiles - reflect - Organization, Beauty, Conservation and Protection

Booklet is designed to be cut in half and stapled together
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       SS3400 SS3401 SS3402       SS3403       SS3404

     BEAR          BEAR CLAW    BEAVER       BEE BUFFALO / BISON

      power           strength, power builder / action  organization          abundance

     SS3405      SS3406       SS3407           SS3408               SS3409

Butterfly  caribou   COUGAR

metamorphosis self-esteem     leadership       coyote         crane
         beauty     traveller       strength

        prankster        self-reliance

      independence
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      SS3411        SS3412 SS3413  SS3414

       SS3410

 curled
     crow  lizard      deer       dolphin    dragonfly

         law      safety    gentleness   play             agility

 intelligence  protection

    SS3416        SS3417 SS3418 SS3419

        SS3415

   ELK     FAWN         fox           frog
     eagle

  stamina   gentleness       cleverness            cleaner

   divine spirit   nobility    innocence      adaptability    metamorphosis
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               SS3421           SS3422           SS3423            SS3424

        SS3420

goose        horse       humming bird        lizard
     goat 

      homing instinct          stamina   messenger       conservation

   scavenger traveller          traveller          joy

           power

          SS3426   SS3427  SS3428         SS3429

           SS3425

       moose mouse           otter        owl
        loon 

          survival             scrutiny              laughter            seeing through

        solitude        headstrong          observation       joy      deception

         singing           playfulness       prophecy
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           SS2430    SS2431      SS2432    SS2433     SS2434

   porcupine  quail rabbit  raven salmon

       innocence          vulnerability  alertness   trickster        homing instinct

     vulnerability    teacher          perseverance

              traveler

          SS3435        SS3436          SS3437            SS3438       SS3439

  sandpiper  seagull       seal         skunk      snake

mystery        grace       provider           warning   transmutation

laughter adaptability           respect         wisdom
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  SS3440           SS3441          SS3442          SS3443      SS3444

snail       spider     squirrel        swan  turtle

         steadiness         creative             trust            grace         self-contained

          storage           beauty protection

   wisdom

     SS3445       SS3446         SS3447

 whale     wolf  wolf print

  wisdom      loyalty         prowler

  provider perseverance          energy
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